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Your Christmas with Plant Designs
Make this festive season magical with a little help from the 
Plant Designs team. 

We have brought back our most popular designs and award 
winning schemes as well as adding in some wonderful new 
options to bring the joy of the festive season to your work-
place.

We can provide trees, scenes, garlands and rings to make 
sure your colleagues and visitors get into the Christmas spirit!

Working with Plant Designs for Christmas means:

You can have an interesting new look every single year, 

We use the highest quality replica trees in realistic green or 
flocked for a soft snowy feel. There’s  no 
worries about wilting branches or needle drop.

You can upgrade to one of our amazing scene 
packages or ur team can create a bespoke design 
for you.

Our displays are always designed for your space and the 
price includes delivery, decoration and collection again by 
our team of elves. plus we remain on call in case of any un-
likely issues.

Read on for all the festive options and inspiration you need to  
make this Christmas season bright!
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Bespoke Scenes
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It is time to set the scene! We are experts 
in creating the most magical Christmas 
scenes in the capital and we have the 
awards to show for it. 

Our team can create something just for 
your space and there is some inspiration 
on the following pages, showing some 
scenes we’ve created. You can have 
any of our decor schemes and a scene 
will be made to match.
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Our scene packages and bespoke scenes are available with any of the decor 
schemes in this brochure. Always put together with an attention to detail from 
the highest branches to the individual touches around the base. 

Bespoke Scenes
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Nordic SceneNatural Nordic Scene
1

2

3
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1. Green tree with snow dusting
2. Canopy tree
3. Frosted Lipton tree
4. Flocked Umbrella tree
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Penguin Family Snowman

Polar Bear Deer

Scene Props
We have a range of props to 
spark your imagination and 
create a bespoke scene.
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Santa

Santa’s Chimney

Log Cabin

Postbox Large Lit Star

Snowman Family
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Sec 7 Schemes

CLASSICS
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A festive classic! Ever popular, warm 
and comforting. This is a design that 
can’t fail to charm everyone over the 
Christmas period. Rich red baubles, 
luxurious crimson Poinsettias along with 
glittering golden ornaments and sprays 
to complete the top of the tree.

Choose a scene package or add a 
matching vase to complete the look. 
See page 38 for more details. 

Cosy Christmas
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The first frost can visit your office this 
year and bring with it a tree dripping 
with elegant frosted charm. This light, 
bright scheme will bring some festive 
twinkle indoors with it’s white and silver 
baubles and glittering icy ornaments.

Choose a scene package or add twigs 
and other accessories to complete the 
look. See page 36 for inspiration.

Snow & Ice

Shown with a bespoke base. Set the scene base shown below
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Jack Frost is coming to visit! This scheme 
is a cheerful combination of rich reds 
with icy white and silver ornaments. 
Like a warm scarf on a chilly winter 
day. This scheme works wonderfully on 
a flocked or green tree, and is perfect 
when  complemented with a terrarium 
or desktop bowl display.

You can choose this decor for a scene 
or a single tree with decor at the base. 
See page 4 for some scene ideas.

Jack Frost

Shown with a ‘Set The Scene’ base
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A bright and dazzling statement tree! 
An exuberant mix of jewel colours will 
conjure up eastern promise and images 
of fairytale Moroccan Palaces. Full of 
rich colours and textures this scheme is 
sure to catch the eye. 

Add a beautiful matching festive ring to 
complete the look or go big with a full 
Arabian scene. See page 35 for more.

Arabian Nights

Shown with a ‘Set The Scene’ base
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CONTEMPORARY
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A storybook Christmas tree. This rich 
design combines orange, bronze and 
natural wooden decorations for a 
warm wintery glow. Complete with 
open books and delicate twigs nestled 
in the branches, it’s sure to warm your 
spirits all season long. 

Add a matching ring to finish the look 
and select a mini scene for the base - 
see page 35 for more finishing touches.

Winter’s Tale

Shown as part of a scene
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Let your tree be the star this year. Large 
wooden stars mixed with blue baubles 
evoke the clear night sky. Cones and 
orange slices add a warming feel. This 
decor scheme is sure to add a natural 
charm to your festivities. 

Perfect when combined with a festive 
ring decorated with matching décor. 
This scheme lso works beautifully as a 
scene package.

Starry Night
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A subtle and tasteful mix of matte sage 
green, brown and champagne with 
glittery leaves and golden birds make 
this tree like a soft snowy day. This 
design looks great on a flocked tree or 
green tree with a dusting of loose snow.
Perfect paired with a matching glass 
vase display or terrarium. See page 38.

Frosted Forest
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This rich scheme is filled with deep 
colours. Evoking feelings of relaxing in 
a cosy winter lodge. Glittering coppers 
and rich olive green baubles combine 
with gold asparagus fern & dried fruits, 
creating a sumptious feel.

Available with matching accessories 
including rings and garlands. 
See page 35 for more.

Frankincense & Myrrh

Shown with a ‘Set The Scene’ base
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A cool mix of graphite, silver, black 
and a subtle touch of gold which will 
transport you back in time to the 
roaring twenties. Flocked branches 
drip with Art Deco decor. You can 
almost see Jay Gatsby nearby with a 
festive glass of champagne...

This design is only available on a 
flocked tree. For sizes and extras see 
page 29.

A Gatsby Christmas

Shown with a ‘Traditional Christmas’ base
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A light and elegant Christmas scheme,
glittering blues are mixed with icy-
whites. The poinsettias and light blue 
eucaluptus sprays add a natural yet 
dramatic look to this design. Perfect in 
a contemporary setting.

Add extra interest by selecting a scene 
package or matching accessories 
around the base.

Swan Lake

Shown with a ‘Set The Scene’ base
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This beautiful decor scheme is warm and 
rich. The contemporary mix of
berry colours with natural pine cones 
and leaves make it suitable for many 
spaces. The deep floral palette will add 
a sophisticated touch. 

Rings and garlands can be decorated in 
the scheme to continue the look around 
your office. See page 31.

Mulberry Blush

Shown with a ‘Set The Scene’ base
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A soft scheme reminiscent of a hazy 
winter morning. With a mix of winter 
florals - white Poinsettia flowers and 
frosted Magnolia branches. Brown 
baubles, branches and natural pine 
cones add to the natural feel. Perfect on 
a flocked tree. 

Rings and garlands can be decorated in 
the scheme to continue the look around 
your office. See page 35.

Morning Mist

Shown with a ‘Set The Scene’ base
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There are a range of options for finishing off 
the base of your tree. From a Simply Tree wool 
wrapped base, Traditional Christmas with a 
pile of gift box and bags with a glitter mat base 
or Set The Scene with a beautifully decorated 
base including props, gifts, animals and either 
snow or glitter matting. All bases are put 
together to match your chosen scheme.

Simply Tree - A wool wrap in a colour to complement your choosen scheme

Traditional Christmas - A glitter mat and gift boxes to fit with your tree design

Set The Scene - A perfect mini scene at the base with props, matting, gifts and decorations

Under Your Tree Colour Pool
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Dark Blue Turquoise Green Lilac

Purple Bright Pink Tartan Red

Copper Gold Lime Petrol

Silver Pearl

Make something unique from our colour pool. 
You can choose a silver or gold decor base and 
then add a combination of 
colours from our range. 

We can help you match your interior decor, 
your company colours or just a favourite festive 
combination. 

Available on trees of all sizes and as scenes. 

All schemes will come with LED lights and you 
can choose an under tree decor 
option from page 26 to complete the look.
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Decor Schemes

Classic

Cosy Christmas
p13

Snow & Ice
p14

Jack Frost
p15

Arabian Nights
p16

Contemporary

Winter’s Tale 
p18

Starry Night
p19

Frosted Forest
p20

Frankincense & Myrrh
p21

A Gatsby Christmas
p22

Swan Lake 
p23

Mulberry Blush 
p24

Morning Mist
p25

Colour Pool

Select your own 
combination - p27/8

Tree Sizes

4ft

4ft Potted

5 - 5.5ft

6 - 6.5ft

7 - 7.5ft

8 - 8.5ft

10ft

12ft

14ft 

16 ft

Up to 25ft 
*by request

Under Tree Decor
See page 27

Simply Tree

Traditional Christmas

Set The Scene

To create your display choose from the decor schemes and tree sizes then what you’d 
like under your tree (see page 26) If you’d like to upgrade to a festive scene, select 
your decor and the scene package you’d like. 

For bespoke scenes and pricing please speak with our team for a quote or more ideas.

Selecting Your Tree
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Make It Complete
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Adding garlands, rings and displays can be 
made in any colour scheme to bring your 
space together.

Tie It Together
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Making the move from live trees to our 
high-quality replica trees? 

You don’t need to lose the Christmas 
aromas with the addition of natural 
smelling tree scents. These small scented 
sticks dangle discreetly in the branches 
giving off a lovely scent all season. 

Available in a range of scents including 
cinnamon, Christmas wreath, fir and 
spruce. All wintry and festive!

Makes Scents
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Focal Corners

Looking for something to display in a smaller space? Our focal corners are perfect for 
windows and smaller areas that would benefit from some festive cheer. You can choose 
from the options above, then add accessories and expand to suit your space.

If you need some advice or inspiration ask our Christmas sales team who can help you to 
design something to fit the space you have in mind. Prices start from £195.00 + VAT

Option 3 - NarniaOption 2 - Mid WinterOption 1 - Frosty Corner
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Cone Trees - These 3ft mini cone trees work well on desktops or as floor standing displays. 
Match them to your main tree or use alone.
Umbrella Trees - Our umbrella trees are elegant and lightly flocked to add a snowy feel to a 
scene or alone. They can be lightly decorated or work for a natural forest look.
4ft Potted Trees - A popular option, these potted trees are floor standing and a great way to 
add more trees around your space

Umbrella Trees
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Rings & Garlands

Garlands 

Match them to your tree and spread the festive 
cheer around the office. Tie your space together or 
make the reception desk or stairs a feature of their 
own. Available in any bespoke length and  three 
shapes, regular, swag and teardrop. 

Regular Swag Teardrop
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Twigs & Snowmen

Festive Twigs - An elegant and natural finishing touch. Illuminated clusters of frosted wintry 
twigs, available in white and brown. Can be lightly decorated in any colour or left natural to 
add some twinkle to your desk top. Height Guide - Med 50cm | Large 100cm

Snowman - Invite a snowman indoors for the season! This one won’t melt and is sure to look 
festive all season long. Glass spheres filled with snow and small baubles to compliement your 
other decor. Topped off with a smart hat. One Size - 75cm approx
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Terrariums

Terrariums - A little winter scene for your desk top! Complete 
with a selection of miniatures and charming details. Delight 
everyone with a change from the usual and bring a little 
winter wonderland to your space. Available in 4 sizes.
Height Guide - 
Small 15cm | Med 20cm | Large 35cm | Ex Large 45cm
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Vases & Bowls

Glass Vases - An elegant option for your reception or any corners that need brightening. 
Available with decor to match your tree scheme or company colours. Vases work really well 
as a cluster or alone. Height Guide - Small 50cm | Med 70cm | Large 90cm

Bowl Displays - A great finishing touch for receptions and low tables. These festive bowl 
displays can be made to match other decor. Replica foliage along with baubles and twigs 
for an extra twinkle. Height Guide - Small 50cm | Med 70cm | Large 80cm
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Festive FAB

Festive FAB Plants - Add some living plants to your festivities with our Christmas FAB range. 
Choose from Orchids or colourful Bromiliads for a fresh and blooming addition! Available 
with glittery twigs, berries and wintry ribbons to compliment your other displays.
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Your Christmas is in good hands
• We design each display for each space - no ‘one size fits all’ design

• We visit every site before installation to check the design will work perfectly

• All displays installed by fully trained and friendly teams

• We call in within 48 hours of delivery to ensure everything is up to scratch

• Collection times are organised to suit your business

• We are based in central London and on-call in the event of unlikely issues

• We recycled all waste after the season is over

Good To Know

Ordering and Delivery

Our friendly team are happy to supply you with a no obligation quote. We can give you 
an estimated delivery time. The earlier you book the more delivery slots will be available. 
We will send an order form with your quote and once we receive this your displays will be 
booked in. 

Our service includes delivery, installation and collection of displays. All decorations illustrated are subject to availabilty and change. 
Please ensure there is a power supply in the immediate vicinity of the planned tree location. In order to meet current regulations, 
connection and testing of equipment supplied is not the responsibility of Plant Designs Limited and liability remains with the client. Any 
alterations to walls or additions of hooks required for displays are the responsibility of the client and will not be installed by Plant Designs 
Limited. Battery lights work on a 6hr on/12hr off premise and may need to be manually switched on by the client. The replacement of 
batteries is the responsibility of the client (with the exception of immediate failure)

Collection
You can choose your preferred collection window -

Op 1 - Collect before Christmas Day
Op 2 - Collect between Christmas and New Year
Op 3 - Collect after New Year (from 2nd Jan)

We will always do our very best to 
accomodate your chosen dates and 
the earlier we receive your order the 
more likely your preference will be free.
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Our Other Services
We don’t just do Christmas! As our name suggests plants are our year round passion.
We supply interior and exterior living plants, living walls, moss walls, flowering FAB 
displays as well as fresh cut flowers.

You can talk to us about plants and Christmas at any time of the year and you can 
have all your horticultural services from one place so you can just deal with one 
friendly team. 

For more information on what we can do for you please visit our website or call us on 
020 3837 0509

www.plantdesigns.co.uk | 020 3837 0509 | 63 Farringdon Rd, London EC1M 3JB
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Plant Designs
www.plantdesigns.co.uk
info@plantdesigns.co.uk

020 3837 0509


